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> duda
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>
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> to
> http://recyt.fecyt.es and email him from there. If you have any questions
> don´t hesitate to email us at inforecyt@fecyt.es]
>
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Title: Analysis of Classroom Practices with an ICT Resource in Early Childhood 


Education 


 


Abstract 


This paper examines how seven early childhood teachers make classroom use of a 


digital resource consisting of a technological desk. It includes an IBM computer with a 


CD-Rom reader, Internet access, and Windows XP operating system. It is mounted on a 


brightly colored piece of furniture that matches the decoration in early childhood 


classrooms, and the peripherals are designed as customized toys, with provision of a 


small seat where two pupils can work at the same time. We used a system to analyze 


classroom interaction that allows us to segment teaching practice into categories, 


providing information both on the activities undertaken and on the role teachers play, 


and the use made of curricular elements. We studied recordings of 19 classroom 


sessions with the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) resource. The 


results show that there are four different activity patterns among the teachers studied as 


regards the development of these practices. The patterns focus on performing tasks with 


ICT as the first action schema. Curricular tasks and contents, such as material resources, 


play specific roles in practical classroom activities. The findings reported allow 


suggesting that teacher training in ICTs should be associated with content related to 


curricular design and classroom planning.  


Keywords 


Information and Communication Technologies; Classroom Practices; Early 


Childhood Education; Teachers’ activity patterns with ICT. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 


Research into the impact ICTs may have on the quality of teaching-learning 


processes has been a recurring topic in recent decades. The results reported in numerous 


studies on the subject vary, and may at times even be contradictory (Mama-Timotheou 


& Hennessy, 2013). Nevertheless, there now appears to be some consensus over the fact 


that ICTs are accessible, being used in schools, albeit not on a widespread basis, 


through approaches that are nonetheless not particularly innovative (Munro, 2010). As 


regards future research on the subject, there is therefore a need to understand the nature 


of the classroom practices involving ICTs that teachers are undertaking with their 


pupils; the role teachers and pupils play in these practices; the role the ICTs themselves 


play, and how this role is articulated as regards the classroom development of the 


curriculum (Kozma & Anderson, 2002). This would lead to an in-depth understanding 


of individual teaching methods with ICTs, which are especially valuable for certain 


educational goals and specific classroom contexts (Lawless & Pellegrino, 2008; 


McCrory Wallace, 2004). The aim would be to investigate what is studied with ICTs in 


the classroom, and how.  


With these initial notions in mind and with a view to investigating how ICTs are 


used, this paper sets out to answer the question of how teachers in early childhood 


education make classroom use of a digital resource especially designed for children of 


that age, and how those teachers find a place for it within their everyday classes. 


Resolving this issue may provide keys on the educational value of ICTs within a real-


life context.  
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Yet in order to understand the educational value that ICTs may have within the 


context of classroom practices, this research needs to consider two premises that allow 


these practices to be imbued with meaning. More specifically:  


(1) The specific characteristics of the educational stage of early childhood 


schooling that provides the setting for the practices analyzed.  


(2) The understanding of the teaching practices unfolding between teachers and 


pupils within real classroom contexts.  


Both these aspects will help to explain how ICTs are used in the case of interest 


to us here. 


As regards the first premise, the specific characteristics of the educational stage, 


the context for classroom teaching in the second cycle of early childhood education has 


a series of features that set it apart from later stages of schooling, and which have a 


bearing on the use of classroom resources. Given their age, children have less developed 


physical and verbal skills, being less capable of working on their own. Therein the use 


of computers at a young age presents certain physical challenges, given the children’s 


still immature motor skills. For example, handling the mouse poses a major physical 


challenge for them (Donker & Reitsma, 2007). What’s more, locating features on the 


screen and understanding written messages are especially potent cognitive challenges 


for pupils in early childhood education (Wood et al., 2004). Nevertheless, there is 


research that illustrates the specific advantages of digital materials for pupils of this age 


(Gimbert & Cristol 2004; Lee & Choi, 2008; Lin, 2012): access to designs whose 


appearance is motivating, with dynamic, colorful, and interactive presentations; the 


option of developing individual teaching processes and independent learning, and the 


ability of ICTs to respond immediately to the actions in simulated environments. 
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In addition, the learning environment is characterized by a lower frequency of 


formal learning situations, shorter activities, greater task diversification, more manual 


activities, less deskwork, and more supervision. 


All the aspects described create a scenario that especially affects the teachers in this 


stage of schooling, and also has a bearing on the role ICTs are expected to play at this 


time, regardless of each teacher’s professional experience (Gialamas & Nikolopoulou, 


2010).  


Studies on ICTs and teachers in early childhood education describe an outlook with 


both high and low points (Mueller, Wood, & Willoughby, 2008). Teachers in this stage 


perceive that their lack of training and the few resources available may have major 


repercussions when selecting the right applications and media for the pupils they are 


working with directly. Therefore, given the non-compulsory nature of this period, 


teachers in early childhood education tend to have less outside support and fewer 


material resources for dealing with the introduction of digital media in their classrooms 


(Siraj-Blatchford & Siraj-Blatchford, 2006). The bulk of the work involved in selecting, 


acquiring and introducing the resources falls on their shoulders, as does the technical 


maintenance of the equipment. The teachers in this stage generally consider that ICT 


resources provide extra opportunities for organizing activities for the children through 


highly attractive media that are compatible with pupil-focused teaching approaches 


(Blackwell, Lauricella, & Wartella, 2014). Nonetheless, ICTs are not considered the 


main focus of the teaching process (Lin, 2012).  


Therefore, and as deduced from what we have just described in the preceding 


paragraph, bringing ICTs into the classroom poses something of a challenge because of 


the number of factors directly related to teachers, pupils or the resources themselves, or 
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even to the school context, which converge to shape real classroom practices. In 


addition, there is still only a small body of research into the way in which teachers 


address this task, which is the focal point here. Accordingly, a number of related studies 


have highlighted certain relevant issues. For example, the paper by Cuban (2001) 


describes how a computer is used in several early childhood classrooms covered by the 


study. In ten of the eleven schools analyzed, the computer was most frequently used 


during the time referred to as “free choice”, which means the 30 to 60 minutes each day 


in which the pupils could choose what they wanted to do in the areas set aside for 


painting, playing with blocks and Lego, reading, and others. Access to the computer 


was organized according to the rule “first come, first served”, with the children 


themselves agreeing whose turn it was. Only in certain cases did the teachers organize 


the activity with register sheets. With the exception of two of the eleven teachers 


observed, the computer was not a learning activity with any greater importance than 


playing with blocks and Lego, sitting listening to stories through headphones, or 


working in the painting corner. In short, the teachers in Cuban’s study added this 


innovation to the specific teaching methods that had already been used for years in early 


childhood education. It should be stressed above all that the computer is included within 


a spatial and temporal organization of the classroom that has already been consolidated, 


and its appearance does not in any way modify that structure. The computer therefore 


fits into a pre-existing classroom arrangement.  


Along similar lines, Miller and Olson (1994) explain the effect the introduction 


of ICT applications had in the classroom of a teacher of six-year-old pupils. In that 


study, the teacher used databases and word processing programs. Her procedures for 


adapting the computers to the curriculum were also consistent with her general approach 


to teaching and with her normal classroom routines. In the case of the database, her 
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interest in working with the pupils on the notion of categories enabled her to thoroughly 


develop that teaching objective through the computer, replacing her traditional matrices 


and diagrams on paper with the application of the database program. In the case of word 


processors, they were included in the classroom work without displacing traditional 


teaching methods for learning how to read and write. 


So, too, do the cases described in the paper by Gimbert and Cristol (2004) refer 


to the efforts made by several teachers in early childhood education to bring 


technological resources into the classroom, with the aim always being to adapt the 


classroom activities to the demands of the curriculum, and these in turn to the 


educational possibilities of each digital resource. The examples described refer us to the 


premise underpinning the research we are presenting here, whereby it is precisely the 


teachers’ activity patterns, as well as their routines, which largely explain the use made 


of ICTs in classroom practices. Therein lies the importance of understanding those 


practices in order to comprehend how teachers use technologies and incorporate them 


into their teaching (Prieto, Villagrá-Sobrino, Jorrín-Abellán, Martínez-Monés, & 


Dimitriadis, 2011).  


Accordingly, with a view to explaining the teachers’ classroom practices, we 


refer to the paper’s second theoretical premise, which is based on the notion of “activity 


structure”. The term “activity structure” is borrowed from the socio-cultural theorists, 


meaning a set of classroom activities and interactions that have characteristic roles for 


participants, with rules, patterns of behavior, and recognizable material and discursive 


practices associated with them (see Leinhardt, & Steele, 2005; Polman, 2004; Tabak & 


Baumgartner, 2004). The general concept of activity structure has been developed and 


defined in order to analyze educational exchanges within the classroom. For example, 


“having a discussion”, “topic explanation”, and “doing an experiment” could all be 
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considered activity structures. While the term “activities” refers to specific phenomena 


occurring in classrooms, their underlying structures are more general and applicable 


across multiple contexts. A similar idea/concept underpins the notion propounded by 


Putnam & Borko (2000, p. 13), whereby teachers’ knowledge is linked to the context 


associated with characteristic features of the classes and the activities undertaken within 


them, and organized around tasks the teachers carry out within the classroom 


environment, and which they use over and over again for similar situations. Putnam and 


Borko associate this idea with the notions held by Leinhardt & Greeno and Carter & 


Doyle that are explained in this work.  


 Accordingly, the definition of activity structures of interest to us is the one that 


enables us to analyze the patterns of professional behavior that affect various types of 


academic activities, among which is classroom performance (Gimeno, 1988; 


Windschitl, 2004). Accordingly, we also consider that all these action structures used by 


teachers in the classroom may be registered or systemized into what Lemke calls 


“prototypical classroom activity” (Typical Classroom Activities-TCAs in our analysis 


system), which refers to patterns of activities that are repeated at different times in the 


classrooms (Lemke, 1990). These more specific patterns are the ones we will use to 


analyze the classroom sessions that are the focus of this research. Nevertheless, these 


action structures are not only of relevance in direct teaching practice, but also in other 


professional actions. These actions ultimately constitute professional routines that 


enable a teacher to act (instructive actions) around the structured behaviors of pupils 


and teachers alike through activities designed to achieve an end (Leinhardt, Weidman, 


& Hammond, 1987). 


 Studies regarding activity structures have highlighted different elements as to 


their focal points (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Goodlad & Sue, 1992; McCutcheon, 
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1980). Carter & Doyle (1987) point to tasks as the instrument for directing class actions, 


as they also serve to translate the curriculum into practical activities over a long period 


of time. This central role of tasks, identified as generic activities, has also been 


underscored in other papers, such as those by Yinger (1980) and Tillema (1984). 


Contents have also been proposed as the structuring element of action plans, although 


always in close relation to tasks or activities (Shavelson & Stern, 1983; Zahorik, 1975). 


It is therefore important to gain a thorough understanding of teachers’ practice, 


as that practice will enable us to understand how they use technology. We expect that 


computers, as material teaching resources, might have an impact on teachers’ activity 


patterns, being included in the teaching tasks in several ways that we propose to study. 


Yet we do not consider the practice is affected in the way that is often postulated, 


identifying ICTs as an agent of direct change. Instead, we assume that teachers interact 


with ICTs in complex ways, with our aim here being to illustrate certain aspects of that 


complexity. In sum, although the research so far conducted into practices with ICTs in 


early childhood education maps out some of the steps to be taken (Keengwe & 


Onchwari, 2009; Wang, Kinzie, McGuire, & Pan, 2010), we contend that bringing ICT 


resources into the classroom will depend on whether or not those resources find 


meaning within the activity patterns teachers use to manage their performance in face-


to-face teaching. 


With a view to addressing the proposed topics, our aim here is to focus on the 


following research objectives: 


1. Detect the activity patterns associated with the use of ICTs in the early 


childhood classes under study. The aim is to study how the teachers handle ICTs within 


the array of resources involved in the direct teaching process. The activity patterns that 
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include the use of ICTs will be an indicator of how teachers manage these resources as 


regards the achievement of the curricular goals they pursue when working in tandem 


with the pupils. Specifically, our aim will be to describe the TCAs that define the 


teachers’ practices using the resource. The importance of this objective is that we seek 


to understand how ICTs acquire meaning in classroom practices, using this analysis to 


explore how teachers give curricular meaning to ICTs in their direct teaching tasks, how 


they use them, and why. 


2. What role does a teacher give to the digital resource in relation to the rest of 


the curricular elements and instructive actions around which the classroom activity is 


developed? An analysis of the relationship between the activity patterns and the 


curricular elements of each session allows us to locate where, when, and how much the 


ICT resource is used in real practice. We specifically describe the teachers’ instructive 


actions and those aspects of the curriculum that define the classroom activities 


involving the resource. The aim is to describe the nature of the classes taught with ICTs 


by relating these technologies to all the other aspects of the teaching process, given that 


we do not consider technological resources to be isolated features in the actions that 


teachers and pupils undertake in learning processes. 


It is important to stress, nonetheless, that the research we are presenting deals 


with the study of the ICT practices of a series of teachers in early childhood education. 


In other words, it does not seek to explain the nature of teaching in early childhood 


education, simply those practices related to the incorporation of an ICT resource of a 


very specific nature.  


2 METHOD AND PROCEDURE 


2.1 Participants 
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This paper presents data on a multi-case study of seven teachers in the second 


cycle of early childhood education (pupils aged between 3 and 6) (1) taking part in a 


project involving the use of an ICT resource in their classrooms. Regarding these 


teachers, an analysis was made of their practices over a total of 19 classroom sessions, 


three for each one of them, corresponding to the first, second and third terms in the 


school year (with the exception of Teacher 7, for whom only the session corresponding 


to the third term was considered). These three recordings per teacher (with the exception 


already mentioned), which lasted around 60-70 minutes, were made in random sessions 


during the school day in which the ICT was used. These data were gathered by video-


recording the sessions with a digital camera that covered the whole of the classroom and 


which was camouflaged and hard to see. In addition, the teacher wore a digital recorder 


with a microphone for recording her voice. No members of the research team were 


present in the classroom during the recording of the session. 


Tables 1.1 and 1.2 below provide the information on the participants and the 


classes in which the teachers’ practices were framed. We consider these data to be 


necessary for interpreting the subsequent development of the practices with the 


resources. 


Insert Tables 1.1 and 1.2 about here 


2.2 Data classification: Class analysis system  


 The classroom practices have been studied by applying a category-based 


analysis that permits breaking down what happens in the classes, establishing study 


categories on the practice that tell us about the types of activity that are framed within 


the teachers’ actions, the role of the different curricular elements in the configuration 


of the practices, and the parts the teachers most frequently play. The types of activity 


(called TCAs in our analysis) refer to a series of actions that allow managing the 
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learning environment in the classroom, creating generic patterns of exchange between 


teachers and pupils, and between the pupils themselves. Some examples of this are 


“planning activities”, “performing a task with an ICT resource”, “task explanation”, and 


“organizing break time”. Within each type of activity, the system for analyzing the 


practice provides information on the teachers’ role through the instructive actions the 


teacher undertakes in the sessions, classifying those actions into five categories: 


identify, plan, explain, recapitulate, and supervise-assess. In addition, the teachers focus 


their actions on five curricular elements: objectives, task, content, ICT resources, and 


non-ICT resources. The system for analyzing the practice distinguishes between 


primary and secondary curricular elements. This distinction arose in the definition of the 


analysis system when observing how the teachers actually performed in class. The 


teachers often worked with the pupils on aspects of the tasks or on curricular content, 


with application made accordingly of the materials used as the platform for the tasks or 


for presenting the content. They explained, supervised, and planned tasks and content 


on the basis of the presentation medium. This second level of curricular elements is not 


explicitly featured in all the teachers’ actions; nevertheless, we deemed it particularly 


expedient to capture those mechanisms of the teachers’ activity, as our aim was to study 


the role of ICTs in classroom practices. Along similar lines, albeit in relation to the use 


teachers make of the textbooks, Sosniak & Stodolsky (1993, p. 271) stress the 


functional approach teachers adopt toward their materials as professional teaching tools. 


If we look at the transcribed fragment of a class in table 3 below, we may distinguish 


between primary and secondary curricular elements in our system of categories. In this 


brief fragment, the teacher is above all interested in having the pupils perform a series 


of tasks, such as naming the document being created, saving it, and calling the next 


pupil. The performance of some of these tasks relies on the use of the ICT resource, 


while others, such as supervising whether the next pupil is ready, do not require the use 


of any kind of resource. This means there are elements of the primary curriculum, such 


as tasks to be performed, and others from the secondary curriculum, such as the ICT 


resources required to perform these tasks. 


 
Table 2 below provides a brief description of each one of the TCAs detected 


through the application of the analysis system.  


Insert Table. 2 about here 
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In addition, Table 3 below provides a fragment from a class transcribed and categorized 


to illustrate the system of analysis. Nevertheless, note should be taken of the loss of 


information that occurs in this case, as the transcription cannot be accompanied by the 


corresponding video recording. This fragment is part of the TCA “Performing task by corners 


(+Computer corner)”, where at that moment the teacher is working with a pupil in the 


computer corner. The teacher’s instructive actions range from supervising the work done and 


explaining specific aspects of the use of the computer through to the identification of brief 


actions related to the work being undertaken (naming the document, saving it, and calling the 


next pupil). These instructive actions are performed in all cases on the primary curricular 


element “Task”; which in this case involves specific exercises that are being learnt (naming 


and saving the document) and, in turn, these tasks are based on a secondary curricular 


element, namely, the ICT resource, which serves as the medium for checking the exercises 


being undertaken. 


Insert Table 3 about here 


This analytical procedure is based on the transcription of the class session 


recordings. The system allows using successive levels of precision to identify what is 


happening in the actual classroom practice. The three steps in the application of the 


analysis system are as follows : 


1. Division of the class into TCAs, that is, into the mainstream activities that 


provide the structure for the class. 


2. Segmentation of the TCAs, identifying the instructive actions the teacher 


carries out. By inter-judge agreement, the criterion for defining the segmentation of the 


actions involved a change in the teacher’s action in the content of the action (from 


planning to explaining…), or in the primary curricular element involved in the action 
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(from content to tasks…), or in the teacher’s focus (from the group to a pupil, from one 


pupil to another…). 


3. Identification of the primary and secondary curricular elements upon which 


the instructive actions are based. 


The sequence developed for applying the analysis system to the transcribed class 


sessions was as follows: 


a. A class session is categorized simultaneously by three members of the 


research team trained in the system, in order to reach agreement regarding the contents 


of the categorization. 


b. The six members of the research team work in pairs to categorize another of 


the class sessions involved in the study. 


c. The six members of the research team work individually to categorize the rest 


of the class sessions. 


d. A review is made of the degree of agreement in the categorization of the 


classes analyzed, and whenever necessary agreements are reached regarding the 


discrepancies that may arise, until a univocal categorization is attained. This stage began 


with an agreement rate surpassing 84.2% for individual categorizations, and ended with 


100% in the final joint categorization. 


Data on the analysis system 


The application of the system for analyzing the classes allows counting the 


frequencies in each one of the categories. This count provides the sample used to collate 


the data presented in the results section, and which appear in Table 4 below. It is very 
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important to understand the two types of data shown in Table 4. The first set of data 


refers to the number of TCAs identified in the 19 sessions analyzed, while the second 


set corresponds to the number of instructive actions used in those TCAs. The number of 


TCAs provides information on the activity patterns that structure the classes, while the 


number of instructive actions performed in the TCAs reports on the relative weighting 


of the TCAs over the duration of the sessions.  


Insert Table 4 about here 


As an example of what we have explained here regarding the division of the 


classes, Figure 1 below presents the distribution of the TCAs in three of the sessions for 


one of the teachers analyzed. These figures show how these types of activity follow on 


from each other in these specific sessions, and how long each one lasts. They provide a 


more intuitive illustration of the practice.  


Insert Fig. 1 about here 


3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 


The results are organized here in response to the two study objectives: (1) Detect 


whether there are any activity patterns linked to the use of ICTs in the early childhood 


classes under study, and (2) if these patterns do in fact emerge from the practices, 


describe their more salient features and analyze whether there are differences across 


them that affect their internal make-up as teaching methods.  


 3.1 Patterns of activity associated with ICTs 


 With a view to studying this aspect of the first objective considered, we 


provide data on the TCAs within the framework of the major teaching patterns of the 


practices analyzed, and the weight each one has over the course of each session. 
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Accordingly, Table 5 presents the data on the TCAs used by the teachers in the 19 


classroom sessions studied, as well as the weight of each type of TCA over the entire 


duration of each one of these sessions.  


Insert Table 5 about here  


Table 5 shows that the TCAs incorporating the use of the ICT resource, namely, 


“Performing a task with an ICT” (7.8%), “Performing tasks with and without 


independent ICTs” (17.3%), “Performing tasks with and without related ICTs” (17.9%), 


and “Performing tasks by corners (+Computer corner)” (42.0%) add up to a total of 


85%. This means these TCAs account for around 85% of the time in the 19 classroom 


sessions recorded, which clearly indicates that the activity patterns using ICTs in their 


development take up a very large part of the time in the classes recorded (2). Each one 


of them reveals differentiated teaching strategies in the work for incorporating the ICT 


resource. Our aim now is to describe the more salient features involved: 


- In the case of “Performing tasks by corners (+Computer corner)”, an 


organizational classroom approach is adopted that is typical of early childhood 


education: the classroom itself is arranged into corners (alphabet corner, 


numbers corner, dynamic play corner…), each with their own identity and 


specific study guidelines. The ICT resource constitutes yet another study corner 


in the classroom (the computer corner), which the pupils attend in small groups 


or in pairs, performing the tasks designed for this specific part of the classroom. 


Each corner in the classroom is used for different activities, according to the 


nature of the same, and there is not always a thematic relationship between 


them.  
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- In the case of “Performing tasks with and without related ICTs”, the 


technological medium provides a series of activities based on the appropriate 


content for children of this age, just like the other classroom resources available 


(worksheets, exercise books, flash cards, exercises, blackboard), which are 


simultaneously combined during the performance of the various tasks. The 


pupils take turns on the computer, in pairs or individually, carrying out the tasks 


set at each moment, which are always related to the ones that all the other pupils 


are performing at the same time with other learning materials (usually 


individual worksheets). 


- “Performing tasks with and without independent ICTs”. In this third case, the 


digital resource provides study materials that are different to those used in the 


other tasks being performed at the same time in the classroom. The technology 


is located in a separate, independent area, which the pupils visit in turns to play 


the various games the computer provides, with no relationship with the tasks the 


other pupils are performing at that moment in class. This does not mean that the 


pupils’ experience with the ICT resource in these cases is not suited to their age 


and cognitive ability, simply that the activity is not directly related to what the 


rest of the class is doing at that moment. 


- “Performing a task with an ICT”. In this case, the computer is used in a similar 


way to a blackboard for teaching purposes. The class as a whole pays attention 


to what is displayed on the screen, and the teacher chooses different pupils and 


asks them to carry out tasks on the screen that are related to the topic being 


studied at that moment. The pupils carry out these tasks by taking it in turns to 


use the computer under the teacher’s supervision, and with the joint support of 


all their classmates. In other words, all the other pupils take part along with the 
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one chosen at any given moment, suggesting solutions, often because the 


teacher directly requests the involvement of the rest of the class. 


The appearance of these activity patterns involving the use of ICTs is seemingly 


interchangeable; that is, the teachers analyzed use one or other as they choose, and only 


when performing tasks by corners does there appear to be a closer relationship between 


Teacher 6 and that activity approach. Neither do these patterns encompass all the 


classroom practices analyzed: as noted in the data in Table 5, there are more kinds of 


TCAs that are undertaken during the course of the recorded sessions. Nevertheless, it 


may be affirmed that the activity patterns we have just described contain the teaching 


strategies that include the ICT resources in those sessions. Based on this, we now need 


to study whether these TCAs are also different in their internal make-up, which is a 


question to be developed in the next section, being established as the second research 


objective.  


3.2 Internal make-up of activity patterns 


Firstly, we present the distribution of the sundry instructive actions and primary 


and secondary curricular elements in the different TCAs that include work with ICTs 


(See Table 6 and Figure 2). 


Insert table 6 and figure 2 about here  


Following the application of the Pearson χ2 test, we found no significant 


relationship between the TCAs and the instructive actions (Table 6), which shows that 


the distribution pattern of those actions is uniform across all the TCAs: the teachers 


above all supervise and identify, and to a lesser extent plan. This approach remains 


constant in all the activity patterns identified in relation to the instructive role played by 


all the teachers. 
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As regards the curricular elements, we find a statistically significant relationship 


between the TCAs and the primary curricular elements, and between the TCAs and the 


secondary curricular elements (Table 6). These results reveal that the primary and 


secondary curricular elements are not undertaken in the same proportion in the different 


TCAs and, therefore, each one has its own specific internal make-up. This helps to 


corroborate the conceptual distinction between the TCAs with ICT that the research 


team has flagged when analyzing the activity patterns of the recorded sessions. 


Furthermore, a reiterative pattern is detected in the make-up of the primary and 


secondary curricular elements in the various TCAs, pointing to a twin focus in the 


distribution of the primary curricular elements on contents (25.8%) and tasks (65.2%), 


and in the distribution of the secondary curricular elements on ICT (42.5%) and non-


ICT resources (41.5%). This dichotomy already appeared in Table 4 on sampling data.  


Therefore, although each activity pattern operates with its own specific 


mechanisms, they all share certain common features that we shall explain in more 


detail.  


Thus, regarding the primary curricular elements, there is always interplay 


between contents and tasks, distributed to a different extent through the activity patterns 


(Figure 2). By contrast, in the case of the secondary curricular elements, the interplay 


involves ICT and non-ICT resources (Figure 2). This means the teachers supervise and 


identify tasks and content at a primary level of action; while on a secondary level they 


act upon the resources. What do these findings suggest?  


- On the one hand, the practices analyzed in early childhood education 


incorporating ICT resources are structured around the tasks. This is apparent 


both in the joint classroom activity of teachers and pupils wherein lies the 
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significance of TCAs related to the performance of tasks, as well as in the 


specific actions undertaken in those activities that focus on the tasks’ curricular 


element. The teachers supervised such tasks, as well as identifying and planning 


them. The contents also appear, albeit to a lesser extent than the tasks, and it 


would be most expedient to continue analyzing this result in order to delimit the 


effect that, for example, the academic level may have on the same.  


- Regarding the use of material resources in the classrooms, it is apparent that they 


play a supporting role to whatever practice is being undertaken at any given 


moment. This means they barely have any significance as primary curricular 


elements, and so take a backseat in the teaching practice. This secondary status 


is a common denominator of all the patterns identified. Likewise, the 


distribution slightly favoring non-ICT resources over their ICT counterparts is 


also consistent across all the TCAs, with the exception of “Performing a task 


with an ICT”. In this latter case, the ICT resources appear on a secondary level 


to curricular elements. If we return to the definition of this activity pattern 


provided in preceding paragraphs, the explanation is obvious: it is the sole 


material element upon which the practices are undertaken in that TCA. 


Nevertheless, this general trend regarding the use of material resources is 


consistent with the tradition in early childhood education as regards the 


incorporation of highly diversified media, where the boundary between 


traditional school materials and others of an artistic, handicraft, or ludic nature 


is somewhat blurred (Gimbert & Cristol , 2004). The abundance of teaching 


materials at this stage is one of its differentiating features as regards later 


schooling, and an issue to be taken into account when considering the design of 


ICT media at this level. As corroborated in the results obtained here, ICT 
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resources are beginning to make an appearance in early childhood classes, but 


without displacing already existing media.  


These findings allow us to describe the classes analyzed, highlighting the role 


of ICTs as resources that are incorporated into TCAs with a more academic purpose. In 


other words, in the activities involving tasks of an instructive nature designed to 


develop sundry curricular contents. This means they are TCAs related to the 


performance of tasks, in the broadest sense, and not therefore to the organization, 


planning, and explanation of what is going to take place in the classroom; nor to the 


performance of routines of a diverse nature. ICTs play a supporting role for the learning 


tasks performed in the classroom, provide the medium through which those tasks are 


presented, and share that function with other traditional resources in classrooms in early 


childhood education.  


On the other hand, a further point to be stressed regarding TCAs is how 


teachers undertake above all supervisory tasks. That is, they dedicate a considerable 


amount of effort in their practices to the real-time assessment of what their pupils are 


doing in their classes. It is somewhat surprising that this supervisory action is the one 


most firmly entrenched in these teachers, if we consider how young their pupils are. The 


explanation may lie in the fact the teachers value active learning by these children, 


based on large doses of pupil autonomy, which  the teachers are constantly monitoring.  


 


4 CONCLUSION 


As we stated at the beginning of this paper, our aim was to find out whether there 


were specific activity patterns when teachers in early childhood education use ICT 


resources in their practices, and if so, describe them in depth. This would enable us to 


interpret and understand how teachers use ICTs in their classroom practices. Our work 
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so far has enabled us to identify and describe four clearly defined activity patterns 


involving ICT within the context of the teaching in the 19 sessions analyzed. The value 


of these patterns stems precisely from their origin: the joint action of teachers and pupils 


in activities designed to develop the specific curriculum at this stage of early childhood 


education.  


According to the notion gleaned from research such as that by McCrory Wallace 


(2004), the use of technology by a teacher in the classroom requires knowing how to do 


so with specific pupils in order to achieve the curricular objectives targeted. This often 


requires the teacher to convert the technology’s possibilities into curricular potential, in 


the same way as this is done with other materials, albeit possibly with less effort in the 


case of traditional teaching methods (Hennessy, Ruthven, & Brindley, 2005). Thus, 


although the teachers use the ICT resource to work on the various curricular topics, they 


do so through activities. This means we have been unable to find any evidence of 


change in pupil learning at a cognitive level in general or in specific tasks (involving 


language and reasoning), as provided by other studies on what is referred to as 


multimedia learning (Mayer, 2001, 2005), which consider the impact on learning 


outcomes of the cognitive load (Sweller, 2005) or the integration of text and pictures in 


comprehension (Schnotz, 2005); or even the instructional design for multimedia 


learning (Van Merrienboer & Kester, 2005). 


The difficulty in converting the possibilities of the ICT resource into curricular 


potential in the research conducted here has been resolved by the teachers in our study 


through various practical strategies. They have either resorted to classical organizational 


approaches in early childhood education (Performing tasks by corners (+Computer 


corner), or they have used the stage’s typical content as the focus of the activity 


(Performing tasks with and without related ICTs), or by exploiting the medium’s own 
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technological make-up to implement classroom activities (Performing a task with an 


ICT) or, finally, using the resource as a platform for teaching basic digital skills 


(Performing tasks with and without independent ICTs). The activity patterns analyzed 


are general teaching strategies used in early childhood education, whose internal make-


up allows managing both the curricular elements at that stage and the teacher’s 


classroom activity. These activity patterns are part of a teacher’s professional expertise, 


and should be incorporated as teaching methods involving ICT when addressing the 


training of teachers in these stages, as they help to identify the practical challenges (over 


and above attitudes and beliefs) that teachers encounter in the use of technology and its 


integration in their classes ( Keengwe & Onchwari 2009). 


The findings reported here therefore allow suggesting that teacher training in ICTs 


should be associated with content related to curricular design and planning in the 


classrooms, as well as to other areas of specialization linked to the management and 


design of instructive resources for their incorporation into the direct teaching strategies 


used in the work with pupils. The aim would be to reinforce the educational value of 


ICT resources for managing organizational aspects in the classroom and the instructive 


strategies that permit the curriculum to be developed in practice.  


This work has enabled us to study how teachers use an ICT resource in their 


classroom practices, whereby we have been able to determine the structure of the 


activities in which these resources are incorporated. The next step in the research will 


delve further into the practices, going on to study the specific tasks undertaken in each 


activity structure to teach above all aspects related to reading and writing, and logic and 


arithmetic, which are the areas the teachers single out as being the most significant 


targets in this educational stage. We are currently analyzing the structure of the 


classroom tasks undertaken in each activity pattern regards these two curricular 
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elements. Our aim is to study the make-up of these tasks, the content and skills they 


address, and in which activity structures they are located. Furthermore, the analysis of 


these tasks distinguishes between those performed with an ICT resource and those 


involving a non-ICT resource, which means there is a need to study other curricular 


materials besides ICT resources. On the other hand, we are continuing to pursue our 


assessment of the digital competence of the pupils taking part in this project. This 


aspect, however, is not addressed in this paper (Authors, 2012). 


Finally, we should like to briefly reflect upon some of the limitations this study has 


that restrict its possible extrapolation and delimit its scope. We are referring above all to 


two aspects linked to the specific nature of the case study conducted, on the one hand, 


and to the methodological difficulties posed by the analysis of the recordings of the 


teachers’ classroom activities, on the other. These two aspects restrict the possibilities 


of extrapolating the results obtained and call for an ongoing comparison to be made 


between the system of categories and the video recordings. We also perceive the need to 


increase the number of recordings available in order to more accurately explain the 


scope and consistency of our results over time, as well as the long-term effect of the 


knowledge accumulated.  
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NOTES 


(1)Early Childhood, or Pre-School, Education in Spain caters for the ages of 0 to 6 


and is divided into two cycles: the first runs from the ages of 0 to 3, and the 


second from 3 to 6. It is a non-compulsory period of schooling with its own 


educational identity. This research involves the second cycle. In spite of its 


voluntary nature, this second cycle (ages 3 to 6) is attended by almost all 


eligible children. The staff teaching in this second cycle are required to have the 


specialist training provided by a university degree.  


(2)The results obtained also feature another activity related to the digital desk, 


albeit one of very little significance, which is Watching a film with an ICT 


resource. It accounts for only 1.7% of all the work categorized, whereby the 


decision has been made not to analyze it as an activity pattern with ICT. 


Nevertheless, it is not dismissed as a strategy for incorporating ICTs, with the 


prospect of gathering more robust data that will allow characterizing this 


activity pattern more accurately.  
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Table 1.1: Description of teachers, pupils and classes 


 Sex 
Years of  teaching 


experience 


Years of service 


at the school 


Infant 


Education year 


Number of pupils 


in the class 


Teacher 1 F 5 1 
Single Classroom 


(years 3-6)
 9 


Teacher 2 M 10 1 1
st (years 3-4)


 19 


Teacher 3 F 30 16 2
nd (years 4-5)


 17 


Teacher 4 F 20 4 3
rd (years  5-6)


 19 


Teacher 5 F 21 6 3
rd (years  5-6)


 17 


Teacher 6 M 23 9 3
rd (years  5-6)


 17 


Teacher 7 F 25 25 2
nd (years 4-5)


 26 
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Table 1.2: Number of records and lesson topics for each teacher 


 Number 


of records 
Lesson Topics 


Teacher 1 3 


1.
st


 Letters and numbers: the “f”. The number “3” 


2.
nd


 Painting mummy or daddy’s car. Solving puzzles. Reading pictures. 


3.
rd


 Learning animals: the duck, the rabbit, the squirrel… 


Teacher 2 3 


1.
st


 Basic Colors: red, blue. The concept of empty/full 


2.
nd


 The concept of short/long. Colors: orange, green… 


3.
rd


 The  color  


Teacher 3 3 


1.
st


 Counting cars. Drawing waves 


2.
nd


 A poem by Alberti. Circling the number 6 


3.
rd


 Letters: the “m” and the “p”. Drawing colored balloons 


Teacher 4 3 


1.
st


 Reading short texts. Coloring pictures. 


2.
nd


 Counting sticks for numbering. The letter “ñ” 
3.


rd
 Coloring pictures with the letter “h” 


Teacher 5 3 


1.
st


 Words with the letter “ñ”: piña, leña. A Christmas tale. 
2.


nd
 Writing different words with their pictures. Coloring the pictures 


3.
rd


 A story about animals: “The animals save the river”. 


Teacher 6 3 


1.
st


 Writing pictograms. Solving riddles. Drawing a Christmas tree 
2.


nd
 Coloring pictures. Dividing words into syllables. Solving riddles. Writing pictograms. 


3.
rd


 The flowers: spelling the names of flowers, coloring pictures of flowers, solving 


riddles about flowers. 


Teacher 7 1 1.
st


 A story about animals and music: “The musicians of Bremen” 
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Table 2: TCAs featured in the study 


Typical classroom 


activities 
Activity description 


Taking attendance/Roll call 
Use of different methods to check the pupils’ attendance of the 
classroom session 


Task planning organization Organize and explain the work in the session or in part of the session 


Task explanation Explain the procedure for performing the learning tasks 


Watching a movie with an 
ICT resource  


View an audiovisual document screened through a technological 
resource  


Performing a task with an 
ICT 


Perform different teaching-learning tasks using a technological 
resource  


Performing tasks with and 
without related ICTs 


Perform different tasks based on the same teaching content (lesson 
topic) combining technological and non-technological resources  


Performing tasks with and 
without independent ICTs 


Perform different tasks on a variety of teaching content (different 
lesson topics) combining technological and non-technological 
resources 


Performing task by corners 
(+Computer corner) 


Perform different teaching-learning tasks, in a variety of work areas. 
One of the work areas corresponds to the computer corner. 


Organizing break time Plan and structure the actions leading up to break time 


Performing task without an 
ICT resource 


Perform different teaching tasks using a non-technological resource  


Date and weather 
Identify the day of the week, month of the year and weather for the 
current school day  


Poetry recital 
Repeat a poem, learn it by heart, and recite it out aloud, either 
individually or in a group   


Organizing return from 
break time 


Plan and structure the actions that follow break time 


Correcting work in class 
Revise and assess the tasks performed in class by each pupil 
individually  
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Table 3. Example of the categorization of a transcribed fragment 


Fragment 2: Guided work in the computer corner 
3rd (years 5-6) 


Instructive 
action 


Primary 
curricular 
elements 


Secondary 
curricular 
elements 


219 Teacher: Jimena, how’s it going? 
Pupil Jimena: Finished  
220 Teacher: Right, so let’s save it, shall we?  
221 Up here we click on save… and here we look for 
the place we want to save it to, and here you put your 
name, write Jimena 2. 
Pupil Carlos: Marcos isn’t doing any work. 
222 Teacher: Why isn’t he working? 
Pupil: Because he’s not doing anything. 
223 Teacher: Right, so we’ll tell him off, shall we?  
Come on, hurry up. 
Pupil Jimena: Done.  
224 Teacher: Very good, now we click here to save 
and now it’s been saved, then we’ll print it if I can 
manage to get the printer working, right?  
225 Right, let’s see who you’ve got to call. 
Pupil Jimena: David, to the computer!!! 
226 Teacher: David, they’re calling you. 


219 Supervise 
 
220 Identify 
221 Explain 
 
 
 
222 Supervise 
 
223 Identify 
 
 
224 Explain 
 
 
225 Identify 
 
226 Identify 


219 Task 
 
220 Task 
221 Task 
 
 
 
222 Task 
 
223 Task 
 
 
224 Task 
 
 
225 Task 
 
226 Task 


219 ICTRes. 
 
220 ICTRes. 
221 ICTRes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
224 ICTRes. 
 
 
225 ICTRes. 
 
226 ICTRes. 
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Table 4.  Sampling data. Frequencies of the system analysis categories 


Typical Classroom 
Activities 


F
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qu
en
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 o


f 
T


C
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e 
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s 


of
 


T
C


A
 


Instructive actions  
n (5572) 


Primary curricular 
elements     n (5572) 


Secondary curricular 
elements    n (3141) 


Id
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ti
fy


 


E
xp
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P
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n 


R
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e 
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T
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T


 R
es
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rc
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N
on


-I
C


T
 R


es
ou


r.
 


Task planning 
organisation 


19 195 56 16 71 5 47 1 23 151 12 8 0 14 14 63 28 


Organising break time 6 116 25 9 34 1 47 0 25 88 2 1 0 2 8 15 26 


Watching a movie with 
ICT resource 


3 95 25 8 17 0 45 0 11 71 13 0 0 1 6 50 0 


Taking attendance/Roll 
call 3 32 13 3 3 0 13 0 10 21 0 1 0 0 5 0 1 


Date and weather 3 45 14 2 11 0 18 0 29 16 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 


Task explanation 4 132 29 18 13 6 66 0 60 61 2 9 0 8 15 16 51 


Poetry recital 1 89 51 1 21 2 14 0 53 36 0 0 0 1 48 3 0 


Performing tasks by 
corners (+ Computer 


corner) 
7 2342 602 228 367 13 1132 1 663 1451 93 134 1 51 191 492 661 


Performing tasks with 
and without related ICT 8 997 263 91 186 11 456 2 232 674 47 42 0 37 66 187 247 


Performing tasks with 
and without 


independent ICT 
6 964 242 66 195 8 453 0 142 731 20 71 0 36 42 194 261 


Performing tasks with 
ICT 3 434 117 46 81 0 175 0 160 234 25 0 0 13 22 286 2 


Performing tasks without 
ICT 1 7 1 3 5 0 13 0 10 8 3 1 0 0 3 5 4 


Correcting work in class 1 117 13 17 33 1 53 0 17 89 2 9 0 20 8 26 23 


Organising return from 
break time 1 7 0 3 0 0 4 0 1 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 


TOTAL 66 5572 1441 511 1037 47 2536 4 1436 3636 220 276 1 169 430 1337 1304 
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Table 5. Percentages* of the distribution of TCAs in the session overall and for each teacher 
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Teacher 1 4.3% .0% .0% .0% .0% .0% .0% 84.1% .0% .0% 10.9% .0% .0% .7% 


Teacher 2 6.2% .0% .0% .0% .0% 11.2% .0% .0% 20.6% 61.9% .0% .0% .0% .0% 


Teacher 3 4.6% .0% .0% 3.3% 5.3% 3.4% 10.5% .0% 15.1% 57.6% .0% .0% .0% .0% 


Teacher 4 8.1% 6.9% .0% .0% .0% .0% .0% 27.3% 57.7% .0% .0% .0% .0% .0% 


Teacher 5 1.6% 11.8% 15.2% .0% .0% 3.0% .0% .0% 67.1% .0% .0% 1.3% .0% .0% 


Teacher 6 .0% .7% .0% .0% .0% .0% .0% 91.6% .0% .0% .0% .0% 7.8% .0% 


Teacher 7 3.1% .0% 2.8% 1.1% .0% .0% .0% .0% .0% .0% 93.0% .0% .0% .0% 


Total 3.5% 2.1% 1.7% .6% .8% 2.4% 1.6% 42.0% 17.9% 17.3% 7.8% .1% 2.1% .1% 


 


*Percentages are always calculated over the instructive actions performed 
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Table 6.  Frequencies of the Curricular Elements in the various Instructive Actions 
 for the different TCAs. 


 


      Instructive Actions (1) E             Primary curricular elements (2)             Secondary curricular elements (3) 
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Total 


 


 


Performing tasks by corners 
(+ Computer corner) 602 228 367 1132 2329 663 1451 93 134 2341 53 189 491 662 1395 


Performing tasks with and 
without related ICT 253 91 186 456 986 232 674 47 42 995 36 66 188 247 537 


 


Performing tasks with and 
without independent ICT 242 66 195 453 956 142 731 20 71 964 36 42 193 262 533 


Performing tasks with ICT 117 48 82 187 434 170 236 28 0 434 13 25 291 2 331 


Total 1214 433 830 2228 4705 1207 3092 188 247 4734 138 322 1163 1173 2796 


(1) (χ2
9=21,03, p>.01) 


(2) (χ2
9=165,6, p<.0001, w=.22) 


(3) (χ2
9=374,65, p<.0001, w=.52) 
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Figure 1. Distribution of the TCAs in the three sessions for the teacher 3 
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS 


 


This article examines how 7 early childhood teachers integrate an ICT  resource  


The results show that 4 activity patterns exist among the teachers in their practices  


The patterns go around performing tasks with ICT as the first action schema. 


Tasks and contents, as materials resources, play particular roles in the practices. 


The findings suggest that teacher training in ICTs should be associated with curricular 


design and planning. 


 






